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Tabcorp submission

1 Executive summary

Tabcorp has a legitimate commercial interest in the Applications. As a supplier of fixed 
odds wagering products, Tabcorp is concerned to ensure that its competitors are not 
authorised to give effect to anti-competitive arrangements.

Tabcorp also has an interest in assisting the Commission to make well-informed 
determinations on the Applications. The Applications are being considered in the context 
of dramatic and ongoing developments in the Australian wagering industry. Every 
decision by the Commission provides importance guidance to Tabcorp and other industry 
participants as to how the competition laws will be applied.

As a long term supplier of fixed odds wagering products, and in particular as the operator 
of TAB Sportsbet, Tabcorp can provide to the Commission relevant evidence regarding 
the industry generally and the practical operation of the proposed arrangements. 
Tabcorp’s decision to terminate its TAB Sportsbet agreements was made on the basis of 
genuine Trade Practices concerns. The decision should not prevent Tabcorp making 
submissions on the Applications, or have any bearing on the weight to be given to those 
submissions. 

The JV Agreement and the Management Services Agreement represent two distinct 
commercial arrangements. Further, each agreement would result in separate and distinct 
contraventions of the Trade Practices Act. Therefore, the agreements should be 
considered separately and sequentially by the Commission. This would require the 
Commission to make two authorisation determinations: whether to grant authorisation of 
the JV Agreement; and, only if authorisation of the JV Agreement is granted, whether 
also to grant authorisation of the Management Services Agreement. When the 
agreements are considered separately and sequentially, it is readily apparent that most of 
the claimed public benefits attach to the JV Agreement, while very few of the claimed 
public benefits and much of the public detriment attaches to the Management Services 
Agreement.

The correct counterfactual to the implementation of the JV Agreement is that each of the 
Applicants supplies fixed odds wagering products independently of each other and of 
Centrebet. This counterfactual is correct because there are very low barriers to entry and 
expansion in the fixed odds wagering market and each of the Applicants is an established 
supplier of totalisator and fixed odds wagering products. When the correct counterfactual 
is applied, the public benefits likely to result from the JV Agreement are minimal. This is 
because the Applicants do not need the JV Agreement in order to be viable and 
competitive suppliers of fixed odds wagering products, and the benefits of the additional 
liquidity that would result from the JV have been overstated. In addition, Tabcorp urges 
the Commission to satisfy itself that the JV Agreement is structured in such a way as to 
ensure that any public benefits are durable and flow through as claimed to the relevant 
parties and their respective industries and government.

The correct counterfactual to the authorisation of the Management Services Agreement is 
that the Applicants supply fixed odds wagering products through the JV but independently 
of Centrebet or any other competitive supplier of fixed odds wagering products. The 
benefits that would be likely to result from the Management Services Agreement are 
restricted to limited cost savings, because the JV itself could easily and inexpensively 
undertake the bookmaking and risk management functions to be provided by Centrebet 
under the agreement. Further, the public detriments that would result from the 
Management Services Agreement are significant because the agreement would involve 
price fixing and, potentially, exclusionary provisions between the Applicants and 
Centrebet (in addition to price fixing between the Applicants). More substantial 
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competitive detriment is likely to result from an agreement containing price fixing and 
exclusionary provisions between the Applicants and Centrebet, which is a large, internet 
based corporate bookmaker, compared to those arising in respect of an agreement 
containing similar provisions only between the Applicants themselves, which are largely 
State-based, retail operators. 

2 Tabcorp’s legitimate interests in the Commission’s 
determination

2.1 Tabcorp’s position

Tabcorp does not deny its commercial interest in the Applications. As a supplier of fixed 
odds wagering products, Tabcorp is concerned to ensure that its competitors are not 
authorised by the Commission to give effect to proposed arrangements that would 
contravene the per se prohibitions in the Trade Practices Act and would be likely to result 
in significant anti-competitive detriments and minimal public benefits. 

Tabcorp also has a legitimate interest in ensuring that the Commission has the best 
evidence available to it on which to make its determinations on the Applications. 

The Applications are being considered by the Commission in the context of dramatic and 
continuing developments in the wagering industry in Australia, including:

• technological developments which have resulted in (among other things) the 
growth of internet betting and new products;

• the growth of fixed odds betting;

• the growth of corporate bookmakers offering wagering on fixed odds and TOTE-
odds products; and

• the breakdown of State/Territory based restrictions on wagering advertising 
following the High Court’s decision in Betfair v Western Australia.1

In this dynamic environment, the Commission has been asked to make decisions in 
respect of many, interrelated aspects of the industry, including:

• content sharing arrangements between Sky and TVN;

• the participation of TOTE Tasmania, RWWA, and ACTTAB in the SuperTAB 
pool operated by Tabcorp Manager Pty Ltd;

• third line forcing conduct by Harness Racing Victoria; 

• proposed collective bargaining by the TAB Agents’ Association of New South 
Wales in respect of its members’ agency agreements with Tabcorp; and

• the current Applications. 

The Commission’s determinations on the Applications potentially will have implications 
outside the scope of the conduct to be authorised. Every decision by the Commission 
provides important guidance to Tabcorp and other participants in the wagering industry 
as to how the competition laws will be applied. Therefore, every decision potentially 
affects how participants in the wagering industry structure their businesses and pursue 
commercial and other objectives. Consequently, Tabcorp believes it is essential that the 
Commission’s determinations are based on the best evidence available.

In this context, Tabcorp is concerned to ensure that any inaccuracies or misleading 
statements put to the Commission by the Applicants or Centrebet are corrected. It is

  
1 [2008] HCA 11 (27 March 2008), hereafter referred to as the Betfair decision.
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essential that the Commission be provided with a complete and accurate understanding 
of the wagering industry, not only for the purpose of its making a well-informed decision in 
this case, but also because the Commission’s reasoning on the current Applications will 
be likely to inform its views on the industry going forward. 

As a long term supplier of fixed odds wagering products, and in particular as the operator 
of TAB Sportsbet, Tabcorp can provide to the Commission relevant evidence regarding 
the industry and its participants generally, and regarding the practical operation of the 
proposed arrangements.  

2.2 The Applicants’ submissions regarding Tabcorp’s interest

The Applicants’ 29 April submission (the Applicants’ Further Submission) relevantly 
states:

• “the weight given to Tabcorp’s submissions by the Commission should take into 
account Tabcorp’s obvious commercial self interests for objecting to the 
Application [sic] (and request for interim authorisation) and the surrounding 
circumstances in which the submissions were made”;2

• “[i]n effect, Tabcorp’s conduct [in terminating its TAB Sportsbet contractual 
arrangements with each of the Applicants and opposing the Applications] 
purports to deny the Applicants the ability to offer fixed odds wagering products 
through TAB Sportsbet and the ability to offer fixed odds wagering products 
through any other means”;3

• “Tabcorp now seeks to deter or prevent other parties from participating 
effectively in the wagering industry, by objecting to the establishment of a 
competing fixed odds wagering operation of significant scale and size”.4

In response, Tabcorp refers to its submissions above at 2.1. In addition, Tabcorp submits 
that its recent decision to terminate its TAB Sportsbet agreements with each of the 
Applicants should have no bearing on the weight to be given to Tabcorp’s submissions in 
response to the Applications. 

Statements by State and Territory governments regarding the repeal or non-enforcement 
of State/Territory based advertising restrictions in the wake of the Betfair decision had 
two relevant and simultaneous impacts: first, it removed one of the principal barriers to 
competition between the participants in the national sportsbook and made continuation of 
the national sportsbook unacceptably risky from a Trade Practices perspective; second, it 
opened the way for all state totalisators to advertise nationally on their own accounts, 
thereby undermining the rationale for the national sportsbook.

As to the first impact, Tabcorp was legally entitled to give notice of the termination of its 
TAB Sportsbet agreements with each of the Applicants, and it took steps to do so 
immediately on becoming aware of the breakdown of the advertising restrictions and the 
resulting Trade Practices concerns.5

As to the second impact, Tabcorp’s primary rationale for the TAB Sportsbet agreements 
and the national sportsbook was to provide an effective mechanism for the national 
promotion of fixed odds wagering, for example, by advertising the TAB Sportsbet brand, 
national 13 telephone number and the tabsportsbet.com.au website on commercial 
television, pay television and radio stations around Australia. 

Tabcorp submits that its decision to terminate the agreements was proper and correct 
behaviour in the circumstances. Indeed, these Applications are a vindication of Tabcorp’s 

  
2 Applicants’ Further Submission at 2.2.
3 Applicants’ Further Submission at 2.2.
4 Applicants’ Further Submission at 2.2.
5 [REDACTED]
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decision to terminate, because the Applicants have acknowledged the need for 
authorisation of alternative arrangements.

Following termination of the sportsbook arrangements, Tabcorp fully expected each of 
the Applicants and UNiTAB to establish its own independent fixed odds wagering 
business, exploiting the economies of scope from its existing parimutuel business.

Subsequent to that decision, Tabcorp should not be prevented or discouraged from 
providing relevant information and raising legitimate Trade Practices concerns regarding 
the proposed arrangements simply because those arrangements are designed by the 
Applicants to replace their participation in the national sportsbook operated by Tabcorp. 
On the contrary, Tabcorp’s experience as the operator of the national sportsbook places 
it in a unique position to provide relevant evidence to the Commission as to the practical 
operation of the proposed arrangements.

3 Two arrangements, two authorisation decisions and two 
counterfactuals

3.1 Introduction

The JV Agreement and the Management Services Agreement represent two distinct 
commercial arrangements. Further, each agreement would result in separate and distinct 
contraventions of the Trade Practices Act. Therefore, the agreements should be 
considered separately and sequentially by the Commission. 

This would require the Commission to make two authorisation determinations: whether to 
grant authorisation of the JV Agreement; and, only if authorisation of the JV Agreement is 
granted, whether also to grant authorisation of the Management Services Agreement. 

When the agreements are considered separately and sequentially, it is readily apparent 
that most of the claimed public benefits attach to the JV Agreement, while very few of the 
claimed public benefits and much of the public detriment attaches to the Management 
Services Agreement.

3.2 The two agreements do not represent a single commercial 
arrangement

The Applicants submit that the JV Agreement and the Management Services Agreement 
“together represent one commercial agreement”.6

Tabcorp disagrees with this submission, as follows:

• The parties to the two agreements are different. Centrebet and Centrebet 
International are not parties to the JV Agreement. 

• The agreements serve different functions and are designed to achieve distinct 
objectives. The JV Agreement allows the Applicants to “pool” their respective 
liquidity and risk. The Management Services Agreement relates to the 
outsourcing of the Joint Venture’s bookmaking and risk management functions.

• The JV Agreement contemplates a “Manager” other than Centrebet under a 
different management agreement.7 Indeed, one of the parties to the JV 
Agreement could be appointed as “Manager” of the Joint Venture.

  
6 Applicants’ 27 February Submission at 8.
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• While the Management Services Agreement would not occur absent the JV 
Agreement, the JV Agreement could, and Tabcorp submits would, occur absent 
the Management Services Agreement.

• Distinct and separable benefits and detriments result from each agreement. The 
public benefits that are claimed to be likely to result from the JV Agreement 
primarily relate to the benefits that are said to result from the Applicants’ ability 
to “pool” their liquidity and risk. In contrast, the public benefits that are claimed 
to be likely to result from the Management Services Agreement relate to the 
benefits that are said to flow from the outsourcing of the Joint Venture’s 
bookmaking and risk management functions.

3.3 Each agreement would result in separate and distinct contraventions 
of the Trade Practices Act

Each of the agreements concerns different conduct and would result in separate and 
qualitatively different contraventions of the Trade Practices Act. 

The JV Agreement requires each Applicant to conduct all of its respective current and 
future fixed odds wagering business using the Joint Venture, with certain exceptions. The 
Applicants also agree to appoint Centrebet as the initial “Manager”. The Applicants 
submit that this could be characterised as an exclusionary provision – an agreement 
between the Applicants that they will limit their acquisition of management services from 
suppliers other than Centrebet.

Under the Management Services Agreement, the Applicants and Centrebet agree to 
establish a joint “management committee” to oversee the provision of the Management 
Services by Centrebet and permit that committee to agree risk thresholds and target 
margin parameters to be used by Centrebet in providing those services – specifically, 
when establishing and maintaining the fixed odds books for each Applicant. The 
Applicants concede that these provisions could be characterised as a price fixing 
agreement between the Applicants (under the arrangement, they will offer identical odds). 
However, Tabcorp submits that it also involves a price fixing agreement between
Centrebet and the Applicants, because it provides for the setting of the Applicants’ prices 
by Centrebet. 

The Applicants submit that the price fixing conduct between the Applicants would result 
from the Management Services Agreement (and not from the JV Agreement). However,
Tabcorp submits that price fixing between the Applicants would be a necessary 
precondition of the Applicants’ “pooling” arrangements under the JV Agreement, whether 
or not the JV entered into a management agreement with a third party (as distinct from 
undertaking those functions itself). That is, the Applicants would need to set identical 
odds in order to “pool” their respective liquidity and risk. Therefore, Tabcorp considers 
price fixing conduct between the Applicants to be a competitive detriment that would be 
likely to result from the JV Agreement. 

Therefore, the agreements represent two separate arrangements and should be the 
subject of at least three separate applications for authorisation, as set out in the 
Commission’s Guide to Authorisation:

“sometimes the elements of an arrangement may be so different that, in reality, 
authorisation is being sought for two arrangements. Applicants should then 
lodge two or more applications”.8

    
7 Under the terms of the JV Agreement, the parties agree to appoint a “manager” on terms set out in “a Management 
Services Agreement”. However, Centrebet is mentioned in the JV Agreement only as “the initial Manager”. The JV 
Agreement therefore clearly contemplates the appointment of a “Manager” other than Centrebet. Applicants’ Further 
Submission, Annexure 2 – summary of Agreements, clause 9.
8 ACCC Guide to Authorisations, March 2007 at 3.22.
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In fact, the Applicants have lodged two Forms in relation to the Applications (and the 
Commission has assigned two Application numbers to the matter) – one in relation to the 
exclusionary provision contained in the JV Agreement and one in relation to the price 
fixing provision contained in the Management Services Agreement (although the 
Applicants have acknowledged potential price fixing only between the Applicants 
themselves and have not conceded price fixing conduct between the Applicants and 
Centrebet). 

Tabcorp submits that, at a minimum, the following applications for authorisation are 
required by the proposed arrangements:

1 price fixing between the Applicants as joint venturers under the JV Agreement;

2 exclusionary provision between the Applicants as to the appointment of 
Centrebet pursuant to the JV Agreement; and 

3 price fixing between the Applicants and Centrebet under the Management 
Services Agreement. 

Depending on the detail of the risk management services to be provided by Centrebet 
under the Management Services Agreement (see 5.2 below), an additional application 
may be required to address an exclusionary provision between the Applicants and 
Centrebet in that agreement.

3.4 Two factuals and two counterfactuals

The proposed arrangements require the Commission to make two authorisation 
decisions:

• Whether to grant authorisation of the JV Agreement; and

• Only if the JV Agreement is authorised, whether also to grant authorisation of 
the Management Services Agreement.

Different counterfactuals and factuals apply in respect of each determination, as follows:

• The Applicants each supply fixed odds wagering products independently of 
each other and of Centrebet and Centrebet International (Counterfactual One).

• The JV Agreement is authorised but the Management Services Agreement is 
not, ie the Applicants are permitted to supply fixed odds wagering products 
through the JV but are not authorised to enter into the Management Services 
Agreement with Centrebet and Centrebet International (Factual One and/or 
Counterfactual Two).

• The Applications are authorised in full, ie the Applicants are permitted to supply 
fixed odds wagering products through the JV and under the terms of the 
Management Services Agreement with Centrebet and Centrebet International
(Factual Two). 

Table 1 below sets out the relevant factual and counterfactual in respect of each 
agreement.

Table 1: Two agreements, two factuals and two counterfactuals

Proposed 
agreement

Factual Counterfactual

JV Agreement Applicants supply fixed odds 
wagering products through the 
JV but independently of 
Centrebet

Each of the Applicants 
independently supplies fixed odds 
wagering products

Management Applicants supply fixed odds Applicants supply fixed odds 
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Services 
Agreement

wagering products through the 
JV and under the terms of the 
Management Services 
Agreement

wagering products through the JV 
but independently of Centrebet

3.5 Distinct public benefits attach to each agreement

The JV Agreement and the Management Services Agreement would be likely to result in
different benefits and detriments. 

Assuming that each of the public benefits identified by the Applicants is established 
(which Tabcorp does not accept), the proposed JV Agreement between the Applicants 
would, in itself, result in most of the claimed public benefits. This is because it is the JV 
Agreement (and not the Management Services Agreement) that permits the Applicants to 
“pool” their liquidity and risk, and it is to this ability that the Applicants have linked most of 
the claimed public benefits of the arrangements. Annexure A to this submission is a table 
setting out the distribution of claimed benefits between the two agreements (as identified 
in the Applicants’ 27 February Submission).

In addition, and as set out above at 3.3, each of the agreements would result in separate 
and qualitatively different contraventions of the Trade Practices Act. Tabcorp submits 
that, because of the inclusion of Centrebet, the competitive detriment that would be likely 
to result from the Management Services Agreement is greater than the detriment that 
would be likely to result from the JV Agreement. 

4 The JV Agreement

4.1 The correct counterfactual

The correct counterfactual to the implementation of the JV Agreement is that each of the 
Applicants supplies fixed odds wagering products independently of each other and of 
Centrebet. This counterfactual is correct because there are very low barriers to entry and 
expansion in the fixed odds wagering market.

When the correct counterfactual is applied, the public benefits likely to result from the JV 
Agreement are minimal. This is because the Applicants do not need the JV Agreement in 
order to be viable and competitive suppliers of fixed odds wagering products, and the 
benefits of the additional liquidity that would result from the JV have been overstated. 

In addition, Tabcorp urges the Commission to satisfy itself that the JV Agreement is 
structured in such a way as to ensure that any public benefits are durable and flow 
through as claimed to the relevant parties and their respective industries and government
(see 4.3 below).

4.2 Low barriers to entry

There are very low barriers to entry and expansion in the fixed odds wagering market. 
Absent the Joint Venture, TOTE Tasmania, RWWA, and possibly ACTTAB, could viably 
and competitively offer fixed odds wagering products to punters. This is the case whether
or not each Applicant chooses to operate as what they call a “full service” operator 
(offering a broad range of betting events and bet types) or as a more streamlined 
operator (offering a more limited range of wagering products focused on domestic racing 
and sports). 
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The Commission’s 2008 Merger Guidelines describe a barrier to entry as “any factor that 
prevents or hinders effective new entry that would otherwise be capable of defeating a 
price increase caused by a merger”.9 In the High Court’s decision in Boral, McHugh J 
defined a barrier to entry as:

“… something that affects a firm, by virtue of its status as an outsider in the market, in a 
manner that prevents, or acts as a disincentive for, entry into the market. Looked at in 
this way, barriers to entry are not limited to structural barriers, but also include ‘strategic 
barriers’ – barriers created by the practices and policies of incumbent firms.”10

The factors identified by the Applicants and Centrebet – namely: the cost of acquiring, 
maintaining and integrating risk management technology; the costs and difficulties of 
acquiring staff; costs associated with marketing; the payment of product fees; and access 
to television space11 – may be capable of being barriers to entry in some cases. 
However, they are clearly not barriers to entry in this case. The Applicants may be 
required to use resources in order independently to offer fixed odds wagering products, 
but the need to hire staff and purchase and integrate a technology system is not a true 
barrier to effective entry or even a significant difficulty associated with entry, especially 
when each of the Applicants is an established wagering operator. The only true barrier to 
entry in the fixed odds wagering market is the need to obtain an appropriate wagering 
licence, and each of the Applicants already has a licence to supply fixed odds wagering 
products. 

When considering barriers to entry it is important to identify:

• the fixed odds wagering functions each Applicant undertook as a participant in 
the national sportsbook;

• the fixed odds wagering functions each Applicant would undertake under the JV 
Agreement and the Management Services Agreement.

Under the national sportsbook arrangements, each of the Applicants;

• held its own licence to conduct fixed odds wagering; 

• operated its own distribution network for fixed odds and totalisator wagering 
(which included retail outlets, a call centre and a website with customer 
interface technology) through which it accepted and processed wagers; and

• undertook marketing of the TAB Sportsbet brand within its “home” State or 
Territory. 

In addition, RWWA promoted its own version of the TAB Sportsbet logo, ACTTAB often 
promoted itself as ACTTAB Sportsbet, and both RWWA and ACTTAB published an 
alternative telephone number to the national 13 TAB Sportsbet number. Further, TOTE 
Tasmania managed a small fixed odds product independently of TAB Sportsbet.

Under the proposed arrangements, each of the Applicants would continue to hold a 
licence to conduct fixed odds wagering; and would operate its own distribution network 
for fixed odds and totalisator wagering through which it would accept and process wagers 
(presumably in a similar manner to how it carried out those functions under the national 
sportsbook). In addition, it appears to Tabcorp that each Applicant would need to promote 
and market its new sports betting brand both nationally and within its “home” State or 
Territory (as distinct from the national sportsbook arrangements where the participants 
operated under a single brand, TAB Sportsbet, and jointly fund the national promotion of 
that brand).12 Tabcorp submits that these functions, which would be undertaken by each 

  
9 ACCC, Merger Guidelines 2008, at paragraph 7.18.
10 Boral (2003) 215 CLR 374 at [295].
11 Applicants’ Further Submission at 3.2.
12 TOTE Tasmania has announced that its fixed odds betting business will operate under the brand “BETASPORT”, while 
RWWA has announced a rebranding of its sports betting business to “Player”. See “Bet-ter options” in the Launceston 
Examiner, 5 May 2009 at p 42 and “New sports betting brand given a run” in the Western Australian, 26 May 2009 at p 44.
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Applicant individually whether or not authorisation of the JV Agreement is granted, 
represent at least 80 per cent of the costs of operating a fixed odds wagering business. 

Therefore, the two agreements could be considered to overcome barriers to each 
Applicant’s entry or expansion in fixed odds wagering as independent operators only to 
the extent that the need for liquidity and the ability to undertake bookmaking and risk 
management functions represent true barriers to entry. Each of these factors as a 
potential barrier to entry is discussed below:

The need for liquidity as a barrier to entry

The Applicants claim that the ability to “pool” their liquidity and risk under the JV 
Agreement would lead to numerous public benefits, including the Applicants’ continued 
viability as supplier of fixed odds wagering products. In particular, the Applicants claim 
that “pooling” would reduce the volatility of each Applicant’s respective returns; offset the 
risk associated with larger wagers because the potential effect of the wager would be
diluted; and result in more competitive odds and higher wagering limits. 

However, Tabcorp submits that the Applicants have overstated the importance of 
liquidity, both as a requirement of successful entry and expansion, and as a public benefit 
flowing from the JV Agreement.

The term “pooling” is used differently in totalisator/parimutuel wagering and fixed odds 
wagering. In totalisator/pari-mutuel wagering, there is a separate pool for each “event”. 
For example, there is a pool for wagers on the winner of a given thoroughbred 
race,another pool for wagers on the placegetters in the same race, and a third pool for 
the wagers on the trifecta in the same race. Liquidity of the pool is essential for stability of 
dividends and for more exotic bet types (eg a trifecta). 

However, in fixed odds wagering, the pool is formed across events and over time, ie all 
fixed odds wagers on all events over an accounting period of, say, twelve months. This is 
a critical difference.

Tabcorp refers to its 9 April Submission at 3.5(c), which states in part:

“only a very small number of fixed odds wagering operators ‘frame a market’ as 
set out on page 28 of the Applicants’ submission. Rather, fixed odds wagering 
operators determine their odds over thousands of betting events with a margin 
in their favour such that, while running a risk of losing on each individual ‘book’, 
they will win over time. This means that even a relatively small operator can 
effectively accept large wagers on specific events (even in the absence of a 
large amount of wagers on that event), while managing risk across all of its 
books on thousands of events over time. In this respect, the supply of fixed 
odds wagering products differs significantly from the operation of a totalisator 
pool in terms of the effect of the size of the ‘pool’ on the quality of the product 
that can be offered by the operator.”

The above is particularly true of each of the Applicant’s fixed odds wagering businesses, 
which are largely retail based. This is because retail customers tend to be less informed 
and less price sensitive than account customers, and therefore the pricing of odds and 
the liquidity of the book are of less concern to the operator. To the extent that the 
Applicants maintain that additional liquidity is required for each of them effectively to 
compete to attract account customers from the large corporate bookmakers and 
interstate TABs, then the competitive detriment that would result from the Management 
Services Agreement would be greater.

Given that a fixed odds wagering pool covers all wagers on all events over an agreed 
period, then beyond certain limits the fixed odds pool is large enough to mitigate the risk 
to an individual pooling partner. Once this point has been achieved, the incremental 
benefit of “pooling” in fixed odds wagering diminishes significantly as the size of the “pool” 
increases. Tabcorp submits that each of RWWA and TOTE Tasmania has sufficient fixed 
odds wagering business to reach this point independently of any “pooling” arrangement. 
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Increases in the total pool size resulting from the JV Agreement would therefore bring 
each of its parties, and particularly RWWA and TOTE Tasmania, diminishing returns.13

Bookmaking and risk management functions

Given that each of the Applicants already has a distribution network and customer base, 
the additional activity they would each be required to undertake in order to offer their 
customers fixed odds wagering products is limited to bookmaking and risk management 
functions. The Applicants have asserted that Tabcorp’s assessment of the pricing 
expertise that each Applicant would require is an ‘oversimplification’.14 While it is in the 
Applicants’ interest to portray bookmaking and risk management as a highly complex and 
risky enterprise, it is, in reality, a relatively straight forward undertaking. 

In order to offer fixed odds wagering products, each of the Applicants would need to do 
the following:

• Decide the events on which they want to offer fixed odds wagering. 

• Establish the odds or price on those events. As set out in Tabcorp’s 9 April 
Submission, bookmakers can determine the odds by hiring bookmakers with 
particular expertise, by conducting market research (pricing is readily available 
in the market), and/or by “buying” pricing (there are many services that provide 
event information and pricing data – such as Sportsradar, BetGenius and 
DonBest – for a fee).15 While most bookmakers use a combination of these 
methods, there are numerous corporate bookmakers who price solely on the 
basis of market research,16 and their practices in this regard are not a barrier to 
their viability or competitiveness in the market. 

• Decide on the margins they wish to obtain for each event on which fixed odds 
are offered.

• Decide limits to be placed on the acceptance of wagers (either generally and/or 
in respect of specific events). This may be the extent of the risk management 
function undertaken by a bookmaker (indeed, it is the only risk management 
function that a retail based operation can undertake given the anonymity of its 
retail customers). As set out in Tabcorp’s 9 April Submission, fixed odds 
wagering providers can appropriately manage their risk, regardless of their size, 
by generally setting their prices with a margin in their favour and by placing 
limitations on the size of the wagers they will accept.

• Decide whether or not to accept certain wagers, or to place limitations on the 
acceptance of certain wagers, on the basis of the identity of a particular punter. 
For example, in respect of an event on which a bookmaker has received only a 
small number of wagers, the bookmaker may reject (or accept only in part) a 
large wager from a sophisticated punter who (in the bookmaker’s experience) 
has a tendency to win more often than he or she loses. TAB Sportsbet did not
generally undertake this sort of risk management function because of the 
predominantly retail based nature of its business. In contrast, corporate 
bookmakers know all of their customers (and have a record of their wagering 
history), because punters are required to open an account with the bookmaker 
in order to place a wager. 

  
13 This is in contrast to totalisator/parimutuel pooling, where the pool does not mitigate the operator’s risk but rather provides 
benefits to punters. 
14 Applicant’s Further Submission at 3.4. 
15 See Tabcorp’s 9 April Submission at 3.4.
16 Contrary to the assertions in the Applicants’ Further Submissions (page 15 at 3.4), market observation of ruling prices and 
reaction to those prices is normal competitive behaviour and does not involve any infringement of copyright. 
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Economies of scope

It will be apparent from the above that there are significant economies of scope between 
providing totalisator and fixed odds wagering products. In this regard, it is significant that 
each of the Applicants would be providing fixed odds wagering products to either:

• retail customers – through their existing retail distribution networks. (Retail 
customers make up the majority of each of the Applicant’s TAB Sportsbet 
businesses and are largely captive because of the retail exclusivity enjoyed by 
the TABs); or

• account customers – who have an account with the respective TAB through 
which they acquire both totalisator and fixed odds wagering products. 

While each Applicant would need to employ a small number of staff specifically to operate 
its fixed odds wagering business (including a manager), its fixed odds business could be 
contained within the TAB’s existing corporate structure, and many of its activities could be 
absorbed within existing service departments (such as finance, marketing, regulatory and 
compliance (which would not be significant in any event and would be well understood by 
the Applicants)).

Each of the Applicants is a largely retail based operator. Based on Tabcorp’s own 
experience, for retail punters, approximately 68 per cent (80 per cent once multi sport 
betting is accounted for) of fixed odds sports wagers will be placed on AFL, NRL, 
thoroughbred racing, basketball, tennis and soccer. Therefore, each Applicant could meet 
most of its customers’ demand by offering fixed odds wagering on a relatively small 
number of sports. Tabcorp acknowledges that there would be commercial benefits to the 
Applicants in offering a broader range of fixed odds betting products. However, it is 
nevertheless relevant to both the Applications and the Application for Interim 
Authorisation that each of the Applicants could independently offer a range of fixed odds 
wagering products to meet the majority of its customers’ demands within two to three 
months.

Further, it would be misleading to suggest that the barriers to entry of a “full service” fixed 
odds wagering provider are substantially higher than those facing a more streamlined 
fixed odds betting operation. In both cases, the barriers to entry and expansion are very 
low. The incremental increase in cost and resources between offering fixed odds 
wagering on a limited range of the most popular events, and a much broader range of 
domestic and international events, is minimal. For example, each of the Applicants could 
move from offering fixed odds wagering on 20,000 markets to offering fixed odds 
wagering on 100,000 within a short period of time and with minimal additional expenditure 
or expertise. Once an Applicant had acquired and integrated a risk management system, 
it would incur no additional technology cost in increasing the number of events covered
by that system. The increase in expertise required to determine pricing for the additional 
markets would be minimal. Especially in relation to international and/or less popular 
wagering events, almost all bookmakers (including TAB Sportsbet) determine their odds 
through market research and/or the purchase of pricing data, as distinct from employing 
bookmakers with specialist expertise in that event.

Examples of failed entry

The Applicants provide examples of recent entrants in the fixed odds wagering market 
that “have failed or been sold whilst not trading profitably”.17

In all competitive markets there will be stories of entrants who are unable to maintain a 
viable presence in the market over the long term. Further, examples of entry and exit,
prove that entry is possible and that the sunk costs of entry are not prohibitively high. 
When these examples are accompanied by examples of successful entry and expansion 

  
17 Applicants’ Further Submission at 3.2.
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(for example, by Luxbet and Paddy Power),18 and successful entry and acquisition (for 
example, Racing Odds and Centreracing) the picture created is of a highly contestable 
market with low barriers to entry. 

Two of the three examples provided by the Applicants are instances of acquisition as 
distinct from failed entry. In each case, Tabcorp is aware of no evidence to suggest that 
the operator was unprofitable. On the contrary, the fact that the business was acquired by 
another operator suggests that the purchaser recognised its profitability or potential 
profitability. In particular:

• Racing Odds was acquired by a leading Australian punter, and the business 
continues to trade as Racing Odds. 

• [REDACTED]

Further, while the examples cited by the Applicants are of completely new entrants, each 
of the Applicants is an established totalisator and fixed odds wagering provider.

With reference to the Applicants’ discussion of the racing bookmakers in Victoria who 
were granted a licence to supply fixed odds betting on sports, according to the Victorian 
Bookmakers Association there are six bookmakers who are licensed to supply fixed odds 
wagering on sports as a complement to their fixed odds racing service. Until recently, the 
ability of these bookmakers to compete with corporate bookmakers based in the Northern 
Territory was hampered by regulatory restrictions which prevented them from trading 24 
hours a day / seven days a week. These restrictions were removed several months ago. 

In addition, there are many further stories of successful entry:

• Bill Hurley’s Sportsbook – This business was acquired by Tabcorp to provide an 
initial customer base of Luxbet. At that time, Bill Hurley’s Sportsbook operated a 
fixed odds wagering business of approximately the same size as TOTE 
Tasmania’s and RWWA’s TAB Sportsbet businesses. It employed 
[REDACTED] bookmakers and was operating profitably

• Top Odds, which is operated by a bookmaker from Warwick Farm racecourse, 
is one example of a recent entry into the fixed odds wagering market. Top Odds 
entered the market in 2006. Other small or medium sized privately operated 
bookmaking businesses include SportsAlive, TopSport, Davidon’s 
Sportsbetting, and CricketOdds. 

• Annexure B provides further examples of larger corporate bookmakers who 
have successfully entered and remained in the Australian fixed odds wagering 
market. 

Recent entry of Luxbet

In Tabcorp’s 9 April Submission, Tabcorp pointed to the entry of Luxbet as evidence of 
the low barriers to entry and expansion in the fixed odds wagering market.19 The Luxbet 
example was criticised in both the Applicants’ Further Submission and Centrebet’s 
Submission. 

Luxbet is an example of a completely new entrant in the fixed odds wagering market. For 
regulatory reasons, Luxbet was established and is operated as a stand alone business
and has its own call centre in the Northern Territory. With the exception of some limited 

  
18 See “Irish wagering giant ready to take on Tabcorp” in Australian Financial Review, 20 May 2009. The article states: 
“Patrick Kennedy, the chief executive of the $1.4 billion Irish betting giant Paddy Power, plans to expand the Sportsbet 
operations in Australia and says the group has no fears about large rival Tabcorp. … The size and financial might of 
Tabcorp didn’t pose any particular problems for Paddy Power, which Mr Kennedy said was making its first expansion 
outside of its European base.”
19 Taborp 9 April Submission at 3.2. 
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managerial oversight,20 Luxbet is operated separately from Tabcorp, with its own 
bookmaking staff, technology, call centre, and marketing objectives. [REDACTED]

In contrast, each of the Applicants would be able to take advantage of their pre-existing 
fixed odds wagering businesses and the significant economies of scope between 
providing totalisator and fixed odds wagering. Therefore, the resources and expenditure 
required to establish Luxbet are significantly greater than those that would be required by 
the Applicants were they each to establish their own fixed odds wagering businesses.  

The start-up costs faced by Luxbet largely related to the acquisition of a customer base 
(through the acquisition of Bill Hurley’s Sportsbook) and the associated legal costs. None 
of the Applicants would need to acquire a customer base. The establishment of Luxbet 
also required a communications network, a functioning call centre, and the housing of 
equipment in suitable data centres (including a back-up data centre). Each of the 
Applicants already has these resources in place. 

As set out in Tabcorp’s 9 April Submission, the only upfront start-up costs for each of the 
Applicants in establishing its own fixed odds wagering business would be the acquisition 
of a risk management system and its integration into its existing distribution network, 
recruitment costs for a small number of bookmaking staff, and the marketing of its fixed 
odds wagering brand. The cost of risk management integration and the marketing of a 
new brand are costs that must be incurred by each Applicant whether or not the JV 
Agreement is authorised. With respect to each Applicant’s new fixed odds betting brand, 
TOTE Tasmania has announced that its fixed odds betting business will operate under 
the brand “BETASPORT”, while RWWA has announced a rebranding of its sports betting 
business to “Player”.21

Further, in contrast to Luxbet, the Applicants’ largely retail and highly captive customer 
base makes it highly unlikely that they would operate at a loss, even were they each to 
enter the fixed odds wagering market with a significantly reduced product offering (see 
below).

Corporate bookmakers and traditional bookmakers as evidence of the low barriers 
to entry 

The Applicants submit that it is inappropriate and misleading for Tabcorp to contend that 
the low barriers to entry in the fixed odds wagering market are evidenced by the large 
number of corporate and traditional bookmakers successfully operating in that market.22

Tabcorp responds as follows:

• There are many corporate and traditional bookmakers operating in the 
Australian market. In this regard, Tabcorp refers to its examples of new entrants 
above, and the information on corporate bookmakers provided in Annexure B.

• While it is true that corporate bookmakers licensed in the Northern Territory 
enjoy some regulatory advantages, there are numerous small and medium 
sized fixed odds wagering businesses that are not licensed in the Northern 
Territory and are nevertheless viable and competitive. These include 
SportsAlive, TopSport, Davidson’s Sportsbetting, and CricketOdds.

• Further, as State-based TABs, the Applicants enjoy certain competitive 
advantages over corporate and traditional bookmakers. Most importantly, each
of the Applicants has a retail monopoly in its “home” State or Territory. Further, 
each of the Applicants has a predominantly retail customer base (as compared 

  
20 Tabcorp’s managerial oversight of Luxbet is limited to the involvement of Craig Nugent and Malcolm Hunter as General 
Manager and General Manager Operations Sportsbetting respectively. Mr Nugent and Mr Hunter provide Luxbet with 
general strategic oversight and direction. 
21 See “Bet-ter options” in the Launceston Examiner, 5 May 2009 at p 42 and “New sports betting brand given a run” in the 
Western Australian, 26 May 2009 at p 44.
22 Applicants’ 29 April Submission at 3.2.
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to corporate bookmakers who have no retail customers). Generally, retail 
customers are less sophisticated than account customers, and they therefore 
provide TABs a higher margin on their fixed odds wagering products as 
compared to account customers (ie over 10 per cent). Therefore, each of the 
Applicants would enjoy a captive, high margin customer base on which to grow 
its respective fixed odds wagering business. Each Applicant would therefore be 
unlikely to operate at a loss, even at the commencement of its independent 
fixed odds wagering operations.

Technology requirements

The Applicants contend that, in order to operate independently, they would each need “to 
make significant investments in technology” (specifically, risk management systems). 

Tabcorp rejects this submission. As set out in Tabcorp’s 9 April Submission, in order 
independently to offer fixed odds wagering products, each of the Applicants would need 
to acquire and integrate a risk management system. Risk management systems are 
readily available and are not prohibitively expensive. Further, its cost could be 
depreciated by each Applicant over a number of years.

Whether or not the JV Agreement and Management Services Agreement are authorised, 
each of the Applicants would incur some risk management integration costs, either 
internally or with a third party operator. Even if the risk management technology is 
provided by Centrebet, each of the Applicants would need to ensure that Centrebet’s risk 
management system is integrated with its own distribution system. The Applicants submit 
that the costs of integrating their systems with Centrebet’s system would be less 
expensive because Centrebet would be “a fully co-operative counterparty”.23 However, 
any supplier of a risk management system to the Applicants would necessarily be fully 
cooperative in order to sell the system to the respective Applicant in the first place and to 
retain that Applicant’s business. Such ‘co-operation’ can also be ensured under the 
contract to supply the service.

Expertise required 

Tabcorp maintains that each of the Applicants would require only a small number of
bookmakers in order to operate a viable and competitive fixed odds wagering business. 
In this regard, it refers to its submissions regarding pricing and the management of a 
book above and at 3.4 of its 9 April Submission. 

In addition, Tabcorp submits:

• While the Applicants have referred to media reports of Luxbet employing “up to 
30 staff”. Only [REDACTED] staff employed by Luxbet are employed as 
bookmakers and only [REDACTED] of these have expert sporting knowledge. 
Each of the Applicants would require significantly fewer staff than Luxbet 
because, while Luxbet is a stand alone operation, each Applicant can make use 
of its existing call centre, marketing, compliance, finance and IT employees.

• The Applicants submit that it would be difficult to source a sufficient number of 
adequately skilled bookmakers in Tasmania and Western Australia. However, 
given the nature of the fixed odds wagering business, the Applicants’ 
bookmakers do not need to be sourced from or resident in the respective 
Applicant’s “home” State or Territory. For example, while it is licensed in the 
Northern Territory, all of Luxbet’s bookmaking staff are located in Sydney. 
Further, Tabcorp rejects the Applicants’ suggestion that such resources are 
difficult to obtain. Tabcorp recently employed six new bookmakers in seven 
weeks simply by placing advertisements in relevant publications and on relevant 
websites. 

  
23 Applicants’ Further Submission at 3.4.
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Summary

The following table summarises the Applicants’ position: 

Assets and resources required for a fixed odds wagering 
business

Assets and resources 
the Applicants already 
hold through 
participation in 
parimutuel or TAB 
Sportsbet operations

Wagering licence ü

Brand ü

Retail distribution network ü

Call centre ü

Website ü

Customer base ü

Head office management ü

Finance department ü

Marketing department ü

Regulatory and compliance functions ü

Communications network and data centre (including a back-up 
data centre) ü

Bookmakers û

Risk management system and integration û

4.3 The JV Agreement must be structured to ensure the claimed public 
benefits flow as claimed

(a) Introduction

The Applicants’ 27 February Submission justifies the JV Agreement in part on 
the basis of access to a larger pool of funds. The Applicants claim that this 
increased liquidity would decrease the volatility of the Applicants’ pool.24 Apart 
from the overstatement of the importance of increased liquidity and reduced 
volatility, discussed at 4.2, there are inherent risks associated with revenue 
pooling. If appropriate controls were not in place to mitigate these risks, the 
proposed arrangement between the JV parties would be unlikely to continue in 
the medium to long term.

Revenue pooling was an integral part of the TAB Sportsbet agreements, placing
Tabcorp in a position to provide insight into the pitfalls of revenue pooling in 
fixed odds wagering. The Applicants’ redacted submission does not disclose 
sufficient information for Tabcorp to comment on whether the proposed 

  
24 Applicants’ 27 February Submission at 9.1. 
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arrangements include suitable controls to avoid profit manipulation. Tabcorp 
would urge the Commission to be mindful of these challenges and to question 
whether the proposed arrangements effectively minimise the risks of revenue 
pooling. Commercially, TOTE Tasmania, RWWA and ACTTAB would seek to 
exit the agreement if manipulation of the pool occurs. Each of the Applicant’s
ability to manipulate the arrangements is therefore relevant to the Commission’s 
assessment of the competitive effects of the proposed arrangements. 

(b) Revenue sharing

Under the TAB Sportsbet agreements all wagers for all events over a month 
long accounting period were combined in one pool. The relevant winnings were 
paid out of the pool and at the end of the accounting period the residual monies 
were divided among the parties in proportion to the wagers sold by the parties. 
Any increase in the winnings paid to punters necessarily reduced the pool 
available for distribution amongst the parties. In this way, the parties’ risks and
potential liability were also shared. 

(c) Potential public benefit distortions

Revenue sharing of this nature is susceptible to manipulation. Depending on the 
structure of the arrangements, there is scope for moral hazard because each 
party has a vested interest in maximising its share of the revenue from the pool. 
For example, a party has an incentive generally to maximise its contribution of 
wagers to the pool, even to the extent of accepting poorly priced and/or higher 
risk wagers, because the risk of losing wagers is shared by all participants in 
the pool but the party in question may still receive a higher return from the pool 
through a higher pro rata share of a potentially smaller pool. 

For this reason, revenue sharing agreements attempt to control this type of 
behaviour. Some of the control mechanisms which can, and in some cases in 
respect of TAB Sportsbet were, implemented include:

(1) Prudential limits

A constraint of this nature will limit the ability of a party to accept a 
wager which falls outside acceptable risk parameters. Limits of this 
nature might, for example, relate to the quantum of a bet which may 
be placed, the type or identity of customer by whom it may be placed,
or the particular event upon which it is proposed. A large successful 
wager increases the amount which must be paid out of the pool. It 
also increases the contribution (and pro rata distribution) of the party 
who accepted the wager. This distorts the benefits which the parties 
should each have obtained under the agreement. The TAB Sportsbet 
agreements did not impose prudential limits and ran the risk of abuse 
by participants.

(2) Prohibitions on discounts, rebates and price differentials

Discounts and rebates are typically offered to sophisticated, big 
spending punters who tend to ‘win’ more often than retail or 
unsophisticated punters. Parties who offer discounts and rebates to 
such punters will attract more high risk wagers onto their books. This 
increases the risk of an increase in the amount the pool must pay out 
to the winning punters whilst increasing the contribution (and hence 
pro rata distribution) of the party who offered the discount or rebate. 
For this reason the TAB Sportsbet agreements prohibited discounts 
and rebates.  

The Commission should be alive to the potential for manipulation by individual 
Applicants and the consequences this would have. If, by a structural failure of 
the JV Agreement, the agreement would be inherently unstable, the 
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Commission should take this into account in deciding the durability of and the 
weight to be given to the benefits claimed by the Applicants.  

In addition, the proposed sale of TOTE Tasmania by the government of Tasmania, may 
independently add to any instability that might be inherent in the Joint Venture structure. 

5 The Management Services Agreement

5.1 Introduction

As set out in section 3 above, the JV Agreement and the Management Services 
Agreement must be considered separately and sequentially. Therefore, the correct 
counterfactual to the authorisation of the Management Services Agreement, is that the 
Applicants supply fixed odds wagering products through the JV but independently of 
Centrebet or any other competitive supplier of fixed odds wagering products.

On the basis of the information publicly available, Centrebet would provide the Applicants 
with certain bookmaking and risk management services under the Management Services 
Agreement. While it is clear that Centrebet would be responsible for determining the 
Applicants’ pricing, the extent of its risk management functions is unclear from the 
available information. Tabcorp submits that, in any event, the benefits that would be likely 
to result from the Management Services Agreement are restricted to limited cost savings, 
because the JV could easily and inexpensively undertake all of these functions itself. In 
this regard, it refers to its submissions regarding barriers to entry at 4.2 above.

Further, the public detriments that would result from the Management Services 
Agreement are significant because the agreement would involve price fixing and, 
depending on the detail of the arrangements, exclusionary provisions between the 
Applicants and Centrebet, a major corporate bookmaker (in addition to price fixing 
between the Applicants). Price fixing conduct between the Applicants and Centrebet is 
qualitatively different from the price fixing between the Applicants, because corporate 
bookmakers act as a particular constraint on the fixed odds pricing offered by the TABs. 

5.2 Public benefits

The public benefits that the Applicants claim would be likely to result from the 
Management Services Agreement are limited to the cost savings to be achieved through 
the outsourcing of the Joint Venture’s bookmaking and risk management functions. 
Tabcorp submits that these are minimal because the JV could easily and inexpensively 
undertake these functions itself, and still provide the full range of betting events and bet 
types that would be offered by the Applicants under the proposed arrangements. While 
the Applicants claim that the proposed arrangements with Centrebet would allow them to 
offer a broader range of betting events and services, and more exotic bet types, there is 
nothing to prevent the JV offering such products absent the Management Services 
Agreement, subject only to the regulatory restrictions applying in their respective States 
and Territory.25

  
25 The provision of the extra product is dependent on regulatory approvals. In this regard, Tabcorp refers to the article “New 
sports betting brand given a run” appearing in the West Australian on 26 May 2009 regarding RWWA’s fixed odds betting 
business under the proposed arrangements. The article quotes RWWA’s Manager of Fixed-dds Betting, David Shortte as 
saying that “The revamped sports betting new features will include punters being able to choose two horses and bet on 
which one beats the other regardless of whether they win. … We’ll also have much more in-the-run betting on all sports 
events highlighted by football.” Tabcorp submits that both of these new feature could readily be provided by RWWA 
independently of both the JV Agreement and the Management Services Agreement, subject to RWWA receiving the 
necessary regulatory approvals. The one horse versus another horse bet type is not something Tabcorp has offered 
previously and therefore was not available to RWWA customers under the TAB Sportsbet arrangements. However, subject 
to the necessary regulatory approvals, it would be a simple matter to schedule the event in a standard risk management 
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On the information available it is not clear what risk management services are to be 
provided by Centrebet under the Management Services Agreement. Were Centrebet 
simply to provide the risk management functions provided by Tabcorp under the TAB 
Sportsbet arrangements (that is, the setting of prices with an appropriate margin and 
placing limitations on the value of wagers accepted on particular wagering events), then 
this would not represent a significant benefit to the Applicants because the JV could 
easily provide such services itself. However, if the risk management functions to be 
provided by Centrebet were more significant (and, for example, included risk 
management relating to the identity of individual punters), then Tabcorp submits that the 
provision of such services by a competitor to the Applicants would create significant
additional Trade Practices concerns. These concerns include:

• potential exclusionary provisions directed at individual punters by the Applicants 
or by the Applicants and Centrebet; and

• the sharing of competitively sensitive information regarding the identity and 
value of individual punters. 

The nature of the risk management services to be provided under the terms of the 
Management Services Agreement is not clear from the non-confidential summary of the 
agreement placed on the public register. Tabcorp urges the Commission to obtain 
detailed information from the Applicants in this regard. 

5.3 Public detriments

Price fixing between the JV and Centrebet

In Tabcorp’s 9 April Submission, Tabcorp submitted that the proposed Management 
Services Agreement between the Applicants, Centrebet and Centrebet International 
would be likely to contravene the prohibitions in section 45 of the Trade Practices Act 
against price fixing and exclusionary provisions. 

This submission is rejected by the Applicants and Centrebet. The Applicants’ Further 
Submission states that:

• “The Management Services Agreement contains no provisions express or 
implied which tend to set or control pricing of Centrebet’s own fixed odds 
products. Centrebet’s own pricing will be therefore determined independently of 
the thresholds and parameters specified by the Applicants for use in managing 
the Applicants’ books and will reflect Centrebet’s own risk profile and margin 
parameters”;26

• “to the extent that Centrebet does not offer a bet type or event, the Applicants 
remain free to source risk managements services for such bet types and events 
from parties other than Centrebet or to offer such bet types themselves if they 
are able to do so”.27

Centrebet’s Submission similarly states that “Centrebet will continue to remain 
competitive with the Applicants on pricing” and “[a]ll the parties to the JV acknowledge 
the right of each of the others to offer new bet types not offered by Centrebet”.28

    
system. The pricing of the contestants would be a derivative of the prices for those horses to win the race. It would then 
become simply another event to manage. “In the run betting” is labour intensive (ie staff are required to monitor the event), 
so it would require RWWA to employ additional staff were it to operate as a stand alone business. For example, Tabcorp is 
increasing in the run betting and is planning to hire four additional staff to support this. However, it would also be open to 
RWWA to purchase automated risk management software and management services for in the run betting, and thereby 
avoid the need for additional staff.
26 Applicants’ Further Submission at 4.2.
27 Applicants’ Further Submission at 4.2.
28 Centrebet Submission at page 5. 
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Section 45A relevantly provides that:

“a provision of a contract, arrangement or understanding, or of a proposed 
contract, arrangement or understanding, shall be deemed for the purposes of 
[section 45] … to have the purpose, or to have or to be likely to have the effect, 
of substantially lessening competition if the provision has the purpose, or has or 
is likely to have the effect, as the case may be, of fixing, controlling or 
maintaining, or providing for the fixing, controlling or maintaining of, the price for 
… goods or services supplied … or to be supplied … by the parties to the 
contract, arrangement or understanding … or by any of them, or by any bodies 
corporate that are related to any of them, in competition with each other.” 

Based on the precise wording of the section, Tabcorp submits that the Management 
Services Agreement would contravene section 45 (by virtue of section 45A):

• whether or not it contains a provision relating to the prices to be set by 
Centrebet; and

• whether or not Centrebet remains free under the arrangements to compete with 
the Applicants on pricing (although Tabcorp maintains that it would not be). 

The proposed arrangements clearly fall within section 45A because they contain an 
agreement between the Applicants and Centrebet to the effect that Centrebet will fix the 
prices to be offered by the Applicants for services (ie wagering products) that the 
Applicants and Centrebet supply in competition with each other. In this regard, Tabcorp 
considers it irrelevant that Centrebet would be determining the Applicants’ pricing by 
applying risk thresholds and target margin parameters to be agreed by the Applicants. 
The fact remains that, under the proposed arrangements, it is Centrebet who would be 
determining the Applicants’ pricing. 

The logical implication of the Applicants’ and Centrebet’s arguments is that it would not 
be price fixing if, under an agreement between two competitors A and B, A agreed to 
charge prices set by B but B remained free to charge prices independently of the prices 
charged by A. 

In addition, Tabcorp maintains its position that the practical operation of the proposed 
arrangements would have the effect of significantly reducing (if not eliminating) price 
competition between the Applicants and Centrebet. It is highly unlikely that Centrebet 
would provide, to a direct competitor, a better price than that which it offers to its own 
customers. Competition would therefore be reduced as a result of the proposed 
arrangements. Tabcorp is unable to confirm whether or not the Management Services 
Agreement controls for this conflict of interest. Neither the Applicants’ Further Submission 
nor Centrebet’s Submission adequately addresses the concerns raised in Tabcorp’s 9 
April Submission in this regard.29 The Commission should query whether there is 
anything in the Management Services Agreement to regulate this conduct.  

In addition, Tabcorp disagrees with the Applicants and Centrebet that the bet types 
offered by the JV will differ in any significant respect to those offered by Centrebet. In this 
regard, Tabcorp refers to its 9 April Submission at 5.2(c). While it may be theoretically 
possible under the terms of the Management Services Agreement, it would be highly 
unlikely that the Applicants would offer additional products to those supplied by Centrebet 
because this would require (in addition to the acquisition of risk management services 
from Centrebet) the development by the relevant Applicant of its own risk management 
system to manage wagering on those additional events or integration with another 
service provider for what would be a small number of betting opportunities. This would 
not be cost effective, especially given the large number of betting events each Applicant 
is required to offer to its customers under the terms of the Management Services 
Agreement. 

Tabcorp also refers to the former TAB Sportsbet arrangements. As far as Tabcorp is 
aware, only TOTE Tasmania independently offered its customers a small, fixed odds 

  
29 See Tabcorp’s 9 April Submission at 5.2(b).
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wagering product (a Triwin bet) in addition to those offered through the TAB Sportsbet 
arrangements. 

Tabcorp accepts that the proposed arrangements between the Applicants and Centrebet 
involve proposed conduct of a kind for which it is possible to apply for authorisation.
However, Tabcorp submits that:

• more substantial competitive detriment is likely to result from an agreement 
containing price fixing and exclusionary provisions between the Applicants and 
Centrebet, which is a large, internet based corporate bookmaker, compared to 
those arising in respect of an agreement containing similar provisions only 
between the Applicants themselves, which are largely State-based, retail 
operators;

• given these differences, it is important that the Commission consider the public 
detriments that are likely to result from the Management Services Agreement 
separately to its consideration of the public detriments that are likely to result 
from the JV Agreement.  

In addition, Tabcorp submits that these complexities highlight the difficulties in assessing 
the Applications in a rapidly changing competitive environment, and Tabcorp’s legitimate 
interest in ensuring that all regulatory decisions which affect the industry are based on the 
best information available.

Competition between Centrebet and the Applicants

There is an inherent tension in the Applicants’ and Centrebet’s submissions regarding the 
level of competition between them. If, as Tabcorp maintains, the Applicants’ fixed odds 
wagering businesses are predominantly retail based, then the Applicants have less need 
of a comprehensive fixed odds wagering offering and face not barriers to entry or 
expansion, but only the moderate costs of acquiring risk management systems and 
bookmaking expertise. On this analysis, the extent of competition between the Applicants 
and Centrebet is less but still relevant, particularly given the role of corporate bookmakers 
in constraining the prices offered by the TABs. On the other hand, if, as the Applicants 
maintain,30 the proposed arrangements would enable the Applicants to compete more 
effectively against Centrebet (and by implication other online corporate bookmakers), 
then the Applicants none the less face no barriers to entry or expansion, but the price 
fixing, potential exclusionary provisions (see above), and general lessening of 
competition between the Applicants and Centrebet that would result from the 
Management Services Agreement should be of serious concern to the Commission in its 
assessment of benefits and detriments.

  
30 “In relation to product offerings, Centrebet will significantly increase the product offering available under existing fixed 
odds menus of the Applicants. …Accordingly, the arrangements would be likely to improve competition as between the 
Applicants and Centrebet, because of the improved range of product offerings for the Applicants.” (Centrebet, 29 April 
Submission); 

“The Agreements will provide the Applicants with the ability to offer a broader range of fixed odds wagering products 
(including a wider range of events and bet types) and more attractive odds (due to the ability of the Applicants to better 
manage their respective risks through ‘pooling’), without a lowering of wagering limits. This will enhance the Applicants’ 
competitive product offering and enable the Applicants to attract a greater (or at least equal) number of punters, in both their 
‘home’ jurisdictions and more widely. This factors [sic] will provide the Applicants with an improved ability to compete with 
[RESTRICTION] the larger TABs and corporate bookmakers (both domestic and international), relative to the Primary 
Counterfactual (and the Alternative Counterfactuals).” (Applicants’ Application for Authorisation at 9.1)
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Annexure A – Two agreements, distinct public benefits

Agreement Functions/Objectives Claimed public benefits

References in this Annexure are to the Applicants’ 27 February Submission

JV Agreement To conduct the Applicants’ fixed odds wagering business.

To allow for the “pooling” of the Applicants’ liquidity and risk.

The Applicants claim “pooling” will:

• reduce the volatility of each Applicant’s respective returns (at 9.1, pp 27-28);

• result in a larger customer base, leading to a more liquid and diversified book, and therefore smoother margins and returns (at 9.1, p 27);

• offset the risk associated with larger wagers because the potential effect of the wager is diluted (at 9.1, p 28);

• result in more competitive odds and higher wagering limits (at 9.1, p 28).

The Applicants claim this will result in the following public benefits:

• For the Applicants: their continued viability as suppliers of fixed odds wagering products (at 9.2, p 29); broader product offering (at 9.1, p 28); 
more attractive odds without a lowering of their wagering limits (at 9.1, p 28); enhanced competitive product offering and the ability to attract 
more punters (at 9.1, p 28); improved competitiveness (at 9.1, p 28); retention of staff (at 9.1, p 29).

• For punters: will continue to be offered fixed odds wagering products by the Applicants (at 9.2, p 29); more choice (of suppliers and 
products) and more competitively priced wagering products (at 9.2, p 29).

• For the wagering industry: establishment (effectively) of a new fixed odds wagering “competitor”, able to compete with the large TABs and 
corporate bookmakers (at 9.3, p 29); better product range at more competitive odds (at 9.3, p 29);  enhanced prospects for the Applicants’ 
revenues, thereby enhancing each Applicant’s growth, financial stability and ability to continue to offer competitive wagering products to 
punters (at 9.3, p 30).

• For the racing industry and State and Territory economies: the Applicants will be financially viable (at 9.4, p 30); the Applicants will be in a 
position to carry out their respective industry responsibilities and functions (at 9.4, p 30); enhanced funding or distributions to the industry (at 
9.4, p 30); enhanced dividends or taxation revenues to each Applicant’s respective State or territory governments (at 9.4, p 30)

Management 
Services 
Agreement

Outsourcing of wagering and risk management services, 
including:

• establishment and management of fixed odds common 
books;

• accepting and processing fixed odds on behalf of each 
Applicant in accordance with agreed risk parameters; and

• providing wagering and risk management services in 

For the Applicants

• Reduced administration and transaction costs (at 9.1, p 28)

• More efficient allocation of resources (at 9.1, p 28)

For punters and the industry

• Lower costs will lead to enhanced ability to compete (at 9.1, p 28)
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respect of each book, including bookmaking management 
and calculation of fixed odds, and laying off wagers;

• ancillary services including marketing, promotion services 
and support, issue resolution and technical assistance. 

• Opportunity to develop new and innovative products (at 9.2, p 29)
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Annexure B – Some large corporate bookmakers operating in Australia

Large corporate bookmakers (in addition to Centrebet) operating in Australia include:

• Sportsbet

Sportsbet has operated in Australia for more than 14 years and is licensed in 
the Northern Territory by the Northern Territory Racing Commission (NTRC). 
Sportsbet accepts wagers on Australian and international thoroughbred, 
harness and greyhound racing as well as all manner of local and international 
sporting, political and entertainment events. Ireland based operator Paddy 
Power recently announced it has purchased 51% of Sportsbet with rights to 
purchase the remaining share subject to certain financial targets being met.

• Sportingbet.com

Sportingbet is an international wagering operator originally based in the United 
Kingdom, with substantial Australian operations based in Darwin. Turnover for 
the Asian/Australian arm of its business totalled GBP 213.7 million in the 
financial year to 31 March 2003 (global turnover was GBP 1,150.3 million). 
During the same period, it reportedly had 37,108 customers in the 
Asian/Australian region, placing 820,602 bets.31

Sportingbet’s Australian operations were originally limited to a telephone 
business servicing a relatively small number of ‘high rollers’. However, since 
2003, it has offered online wagering to a much broader base of Australian 
punters.  

• IASbet Limited

International All Sports Limited (IAS) was established in 1996 by Mark Read 
(previously Darwin All Sports Pty Ltd). IAS is listed on the Australian Stock 
Exchange, and is licensed in both the United Kingdom and Australia.32 IAS
owns and manages various licensed and regulated racebooks, sportsbooks, 
casinos and poker rooms in both the United Kingdom and Australia.33

IASbet is a wholly owned subsidiary of IAS and is licensed by the Northern 
Territory Government and Queensland Racing in Australia. IASbet is located in 
the Northern Territory and has almost 140 staff with major offices located in 
Darwin and Melbourne. Its focus is on race and sports wagering in Australia and 
overseas.

In 2007/2008, the Australian facing business of IASbet.com increased its 
customer base by 32%, its turnover by 21.3%, and its revenue by 25.3% as 
compared with the previous year.34

IASbet has a system called BetaDiv, which guarantees to beat the best TAB 
price from each of the three totalisator pools. Typically the overlay on top of the 
best TAB price is between 1.5 per cent and 2.0 per cent. 

  
31 Sportingbet.com Annual report for twelve months to 31 March 2003.
32 http://www.iasbet.com/aboutus/default.aspx. 
33 http://www.canbet.com/aboutus/default.aspx. 
34 IAS 2007-08 Annual Report, 1
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